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Abstract—With the development of the important solution for privacy computing, the explosion of data size and computing intensity in Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) has brought enormous challenges to the hardware design. In this paper, we propose a practical FHE accelerator - “Poseidon”, which focuses on improving the hardware resource and bandwidth consumption. Poseidon supports complex FHE operations like Bootstrapping, Keyswitch, Rotation and so on, under limited FPGA resources. It refines these operations by abstracting five key operators: Modular Addition (MA), Modular Multiplication (MM), Number Theoretic Transformation (NTT), Automorphism and Shared Barret Reduction (SBT). These operators are combined and reused to implement higher-level FHE operations. To utilize the FPGA resources more efficiently and improve the parallelism, we adopt the radix-based NTT algorithm and propose HFAuto, an optimized automorphism implementation suitable for FPGA. Then, we design the hardware accelerator based on the optimized key operators and HBM to maximize computational efficiency. We evaluate Poseidon with four domain-specific FHE benchmarks on Xilinx Alveo U280 FPGA. Empirical results show that the efficient reuse of the operator cores and on-chip storage enables superior performance compared with the state-of-the-art GPU, FPGA and accelerator ASICs. We highlight the following results: (1) up to 370× speedup over CPU for the basic operations of FHE; (2) up to 1300x/52x speedup over CPU and the FPGA solution for the key operators; (3) up to 10.6x/8.7x speedup over GPU and the ASIC solution for the FHE benchmark.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) is considered to be one of the most promising privacy-preserving methodologies. With FHE, sensitive data like financial records, medical history, private personal habits and so on [10], [19] can be encrypted by their owner and sent to the third-party service provider for direct processing on the encrypted data. As shown in Fig. 1, the user uploads the encrypted data to the cloud server to fulfill the computations, and then downloads and decrypts the data returned from the server for the result. In the whole process, the private data are “available but invisible” to the service provider, without the risk of privacy leakage.

The development of FHE has been rapid and abundant in recent years. In 2009, Gentry [18] proposed the first FHE scheme. It supports any number of homomorphic additions and multiplications. Several classic FHE schemes have also been proposed to improve Gentry’s work, such as BFV [17], BGV [6], TFHE [12], and CKKS [11]. TFHE is an implementation based on the Boolean circuit, while BGV, BFV, and CKKS are based on the arithmetic circuits. The concept of homomorphic calculation is also different for these schemes: BGV and BFV aim at the exactly accurate decrypted result compared with the plaintext result, while CKKS supports approximate computing that allows slight precision loss of the result. Although a collection of FHE algorithms has been proposed, there is still a big gap between the theory and its practical deployment. Even with the highly optimized FHE library, the FHE applications still run 10,000x to 100,000x slower than the unencrypted applications on the CPU. There are two main reasons for such slowdown: (1) Ciphertext size is greatly inflated compared to the plaintext due to the FHE algorithm itself, which causes frequent data movements that further exacerbates the “memory wall” problem; (2) just because of the ciphertext inflation, the computation intensity is also several orders of magnitude larger than the plaintext.

Landscape of Prior Work. In order to narrow the gap mentioned above, recent researches have been devoted to design domain-specific architectures to offload the key operator
computation from CPU, and they can be categorized into three types according to the employed hardware platform:

1. **GPUs.** Some researches in the literature [4], [5], [21], [22], [39], [40] test multiple FHE schemes on different GPU platforms to explore the most matched architecture on the premise of the abundant bandwidth already provided by high-end GPUs. Jung et al. [21] leverages a single NVIDIA Tesla V100 and achieves up to 257× speedup compared with CPU. Tan et al. [37] introduces a new interface for embedding the cryptographic operations into floating-point operations as the “GPU-friendly” cryptographic protocols. Compared to the CPU, it achieves up to 150× speedup. Some open-source libraries [14], [31], [38] are also proposed for the agile FHE software development. As a general-purpose architecture, GPU is not specially designed for FHE. It lacks key operator implementation in the computing cores. Besides, compared with other domain-specific architectures like FPGA and ASIC, large power consumption is also the major weakness of GPU.

2. **FPGAs.** As a customizable-computing device, the FHE accelerators using FPGA mostly target the highly efficient implementation of the specific FHE operators [7]–[9], [15], [25], [26], [41], such as Number Theoretic Transform (NTT hereafter), Inverse Number Theoretic Transform (INTT hereafter), Modular Multiplication (ModMult hereafter) and Modular Addition (ModAdd hereafter) etc. For example, Kim et al. [25], [26] targets ModMult and NTT and achieves up to 118× speedup. Cao et al. [7] applies the algorithm in [20] to accelerate the ModMult on large numbers. Other works focus on implementing the FHE high-level operators or the complete FHE algorithm on FPGA. Roy et al. [33], [34] designed the BFV accelerator based on the multi-core architecture. Y. Döroz et al. [16] aims at the fast decryption/encryption operations. HEAX [32], as the most state-of-the-art FPGA accelerator for FHE, proposes a fully pipelined micro-architecture and reports 200× speedup to CPU. FHE applications are both computational and memory intensive. FPGA device however, is limited by the programmable resources and data movement bandwidth. Therefore, the design challenge lies on the efficient reuse of the resources instead of blindly boosting the parallelism, which is ignored by these works.

3. **ASICs.** F1 [35] is the first ASIC-based FHE accelerator that is programmable and capable of executing complete CKKS-alike FHE algorithm. F1 outperforms the state-of-the-art software implementation by up to 17,000×. Based on F1, CraterLake [36] enables the unbounded multiplicative depth by supporting bootstrapping in hardware and outperforms F1 by 11.2×. BTS [24] further explores the challenges of bootstrapping and selects the proper parameter sets by analyzing the bandwidth and computational requirements. ARK [23] leverages software/hardware codegen to eliminate the off-chip bandwidth bottleneck by the runtime data generation and inter-operation key reuse. Benefited from the flexible resource usage and relatively more freedom in the design phase, the ASIC-based FHE accelerators demonstrate better performance than GPUs and FPGAs. However, current prototypes in the literature still stay in the simulation phase, with impractical assumptions like unattainable bandwidth provided and hundreds of megabytes on-chip storage [23], [24], [36].

In this paper, we propose a practical FPGA-based FHE accelerator — Poseidon. Apart from just piling up the resources for the highest performance, Poseidon aims at the maximal efficiency under the constraint of limited resources. Upon our observation, there are plenty of resource reuse opportunities in the basic FHE operations. Poseidon fully decomposes these basic operations into more fine-grained individuals which we call the ‘operators’ in this paper. By recomposing and time-multiplexing these operators, it achieves the most efficient utilization of the FPGA resources and the best balance between the computation parallelism and bandwidth demand. The contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

- We propose a practical FPGA-based FHE accelerator – Poseidon. It implements all the basic operations of the CKKS-alike FHE algorithm, including homomorphic addition, homomorphic multiplication, rescale, rotation, keyswitch, modup/down and even the expensive bootstrapping. Widely supported operations enable Poseidon applicable for more complex FHE applications that require a larger multiplicative depth or tough security level.

- We propose an FHE-specific micro-architectural design paradigm based on operator reuse. We decompose the aforementioned basic operations into more fine-grained operators, and instantiate the hardware compute unit for each operator. In particular, we implement a hardware-friendly automorphism operator called HFAuto. It converts the data movement on the super-long vector into the swap operation of the sub-vectors in an arbitrary granularity.

- We implement the overall Poseidon prototype on commercial FPGA platform, Xilinx Alveo U280, to evaluate its performance in practice. We highlight the following results: 1300× speedup to CPU. FHE applications are both

### A. FHE Basic Operations

The FHE algorithm comprises of a series of “basic operations”. Taking CKKS as the example, it mainly consists of the following operations:

1. **Homomorphic Addition:** there are two cases for the homomorphic addition (HAdd for short): ciphertext-plaintext addition and ciphertext-ciphertext addition. According to CKKS, the addition result of the ciphertext $ct_0 = (ct_{0,0}, ct_{0,1})$ and plaintext $m$ is $(ct_{0,0} + m, ct_{0,1})$; the addition result of two ciphertexts $ct_0 = (ct_{0,0}, ct_{0,1})$ and $ct_1 = (ct_{1,0}, ct_{1,1})$ is $(ct_{0,0} + ct_{1,0}, ct_{0,1} + ct_{1,1})$, in which the operator “+” represents the element-wise addition of the two polynomials. Since FHE is performed on the “polynomial ring”, the result of the ciphertext addition equals to its modular reduction. For example, $ct_{0,0} + ct_{1,0} = (ct_{0,0}[l] + ct_{1,0}[l])(mod q), (ct_{0,0}, ct_{1,0} ∈ \mathbb{R}_q)$, where $q$ is the modulus.

**Operators:** it is obvious that HAdd involves two steps, element-wise addition and modular reduction, so we abstract
the first operator as $\text{ModAdd}$ (MA for short). MA is the basis for more complex operations as follows.

**2. Homomorphic Multiplication with Relinearization:**
Similar to $\text{HAdd}$, homomorphic multiplication also contains two types, ciphertext-plaintext multiplication denoted as $\text{PMult}$, and ciphertext-ciphertext multiplication denoted as $\text{CMult}$. The ciphertext and plaintext are both polynomials. $\text{PMult}$ directly multiplies $ct_0$ and the plaintext $m$ to get the result $(ct_0 \cdot m, ct_0 \cdot m)$. However, computing $\text{CMult}(ct_0, ct_1)$ requires $ct = (d_0 \cdot d_1) \mod q = (ct_0 \cdot ct_1, ct_0 \cdot ct_1, ct_0 \cdot ct_1, ct_1, ct_1)$ mod $q$. The final result is $ct = (d_0 \cdot d_1) \mod p^{-1} \cdot d_2 \cdot r_0$, in which $r_0$ is the relinearization key represented as $r_0 = (b, a) \in \mathbb{R}^2_p = (-a \cdot s + e + p \cdot s^2 \cdot a) \mod p \cdot q$, where $s$ is the secret key and $p$ is a special integer that relies on the $r_0$ setting. The corresponding $p^{-1}$ is the inverse of $p$ in the modulus $pq$, represented as $p^{-1} \mod pq$.

**Operators:** $\text{PMult}$ and $\text{CMult}$ involve plenty of polynomial multiplications, i.e. $ct_0 \cdot ct_1$ or $-a \cdot s$. The coefficients of each polynomial should be firstly transformed to the “point-value” representation through NTT before multiplication. The point values then perform element-wise multiplication and modular reduction. The result is then converted back to the coefficient representation by INTT. We hence abstract three lower-level operators: $\text{NTT/INTT}$, $\text{ModMult}$ (MM for short), and MA (same as $\text{HAdd}$).

**3. Rescale:** this operation scales down the $\text{PMult}$ or $\text{CMult}$ result by the scaling factor $\Delta$. The process can not be achieved by simple division in the RNS-based FHE schemes, because the large integers, including the modulus and polynomial coefficients, have already been decomposed into multiple small-integers, a.k.a., the RNS components, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem.

Therefore, the RNS-based $\text{Rescale}$ operation is described formally as $ct = (ct(i) = (c_0(i), c_1(i))_{0 \leq i < l})$ into $ct' = (ct'(i) = (c_0(i), c_1(i))_{0 \leq i < l-1})$, where $c_0(i) = q_i^{-1} \cdot (c_0(i) - c_0(i)) \mod q_j$ for $r = 0, 1$ and $0 \leq j < l - 1$. The $ct(i)$ is one of the RNS components of a ciphertext, and $q_i^{-1}$ is the inverse of $q_i$ under $q_j$, which satisfies $q_i^{-1} \cdot q_j = 1$.

**Operators:** the $\text{Rescale}$ operation is fulfilled by a series of $\text{ModAdd}$ and $\text{ModMult}$. Therefore, it contains three lower-level operators as well: MA, MM, and $\text{NTT/INTT}$.

**4. Keyswitch:** This operation leverages an extra key called the $\text{keyswitch keys}$ on the ciphertext to make it decryptable by the original secret key. In classic procedures [29], there are three sub-operations in $\text{Keyswitch}$: $\text{RNSconv}$, $\text{Modup}$, and $\text{Moddown}$, formalized as Eq. 1-3. $\text{RNSconv}$ aims to transform $a_b$ into $a_c$ and the footsteps represent the different RNS bases. $\text{Modup}$ extends the $b$-based $a_b$ to the RNS bases $b$ and $c$ via the $\text{RNSconv}$ operation. In contrast, $\text{Moddown}$ is responsible for reducing the RNS base of the data.

$$\text{RNSconv}(a_b, a_c) : a_c \leftarrow \left( \sum_{j=0}^{l-1} [a_b^{(j)} \ast \hat{q}_j^{-1}] q_j \ast \hat{q}_j \mod p_j \right)_{i=0, 1, \ldots, k-1}, \quad (1)$$

$$\text{Moddown}(a_b, b_c) : (a_b, b_c) \rightarrow (b_c - \text{RNSconv}(a_b, a_c)) \ast [p^{-1}]_c, \quad (2)$$

$$\text{Modup}(a_b) : a_b \rightarrow (a_b, \text{RNSconv}(a_b, a_c)). \quad (3)$$

**Operators:** from the three sub-operations, we can see that each of them is also composed of a series of MA and MM. NTT/INTT is also needed for the point-value transformation, so we abstract the operators similarly to the $\text{Rescale}$ as: MA, MM, NTT/INTT.

**5. Rotation:** this operation is provided for rotating the ciphertext, which is very commonly used in some AI-related privacy computing, i.e. federated learning. Apart from the plaintext that the rotation can be directly issued, directly rotating the ciphertext violates the correctness of the plaintext. Therefore, the Rotation operation includes two sub-operations: it firstly establishes the “index mapping” relationship between the current and new ciphertexts; then, it issues the Keyswitch for the correct decryption using the original secret key.

**Operators:** the Keyswitch operation in Rotation is identical as previously specified. The index mapping operation maps the current index $i$ of the ciphertext polynomial to $i \cdot k \mod N$ as shown in Eq. 4 where $k$ is the parameter associated with the Rotation step, $N$ is the polynomial length, and $\text{sgn}$ is the sign under the two different modulo results. Every time the Rotation is invoked, the mapping operation must be issued. Therefore, We abstract this computation as a new lower-level operator termed “$\text{Automorphism}$”.

$$\text{sgn} = \begin{cases} -1 & \text{if } i \cdot k \mod 2N > N, \\ 1 & \text{if } i \cdot k \mod 2N < N \end{cases}. \quad (4)$$

Intuitively, this operator does not cost large computation resources because Eq. 4 only entails one modular reduction

---

**Algorithm 1: Primitive NTT**

**Input:** Polynomial $a \in \mathbb{R}_q$ of degree $n - 1$, $n$-th primitive roots $w_n \in \mathbb{Z}_q$, modulus $M$

**Result:** Polynomial $a_{\text{trf}} \in \mathbb{R}_q$

```
1 l = \log_2(n);
2 for r ← 1, ..., l do
3     mid = 2^{l-1};
4     for i ← 0, 2^r, 2^r+1, ..., n - 2^r do
5         temp = 1;
6         for j ← 0, 1, ..., mid - 1 do
7             u = x[i + j];
8             v = x[i + j + mid] \ast \text{temp} \mod M;
9             x[i + j] = (u + v) \mod M;
10            temp = temp \ast w_n^{i/2^r} \mod M;
11        end
12    end
```

**Moddown($a_r, b_c$):**

$$(a_b, b_c) \rightarrow (b_c - \text{RNSconv}(a_b, a_c)) \ast [p^{-1}]_c, \quad (2)$$

**Modup($a_b$):**

$$a_b \rightarrow (a_b, \text{RNSconv}(a_b, a_c)). \quad (3)$$

**Operators:** from the three sub-operations, we can see that each of them is also composed of a series of MA and MM. NTT/INTT is also needed for the point-value transformation, so we abstract the operators similarly to the Rescale as: MA, MM, NTT/INTT.

**5. Rotation:** this operation is provided for rotating the ciphertext, which is very commonly used in some AI-related privacy computing, i.e. federated learning. Apart from the plaintext that the rotation can be directly issued, directly rotating the ciphertext violates the correctness of the plaintext. Therefore, the Rotation operation includes two sub-operations: it firstly establishes the “index mapping” relationship between the current and new ciphertexts; then, it issues the Keyswitch for the correct decryption using the original secret key.

**Operators:** the Keyswitch operation in Rotation is identical as previously specified. The index mapping operation maps the current index $i$ of the ciphertext polynomial to $i \cdot k \mod N$ as shown in Eq. 4 where $k$ is the parameter associated with the Rotation step, $N$ is the polynomial length, and $\text{sgn}$ is the sign under the two different modulo results. Every time the Rotation is invoked, the mapping operation must be issued. Therefore, We abstract this computation as a new lower-level operator termed “$\text{Automorphism}$”.

$$\text{sgn} = \begin{cases} -1 & \text{if } i \cdot k \mod 2N > N, \\ 1 & \text{if } i \cdot k \mod 2N < N \end{cases}. \quad (4)$$

Intuitively, this operator does not cost large computation resources because Eq. 4 only entails one modular reduction
in terms of the current index $i$. However, the degree of the polynomial $(N)$ usually ranges from $2^{12}$ to $2^{17}$, which means mapping to the new index will be issued many times. Worsestill, conventional automorphism computation cannot be vectorized, because the new index does not comply with a fixed pattern. It will result in conflicts between different indices for the in-situ storage. Section III-B will elaborate our proposed HFAuto to resolve this problem.

6 Bootstrapping: for the FHE application that requires deeper multiplicative depth, this operation issues the decryption using the encrypted secret key to refresh the ciphertext to a lower noise level. Bootstrapping is the most complex operation in FHE, and we employ the state-of-the-art packed Bootstrapping algorithm [30] that contains a combination of PMult, CMult, HAdd, Keyswitch, and Rescale operations.

Operators: since Bootstrapping is comprised of many other basic operations, the operators abstracted also coincide with them, including, MA, MM, NTT/INTT, and Automorphism. The complexity stems from the highly frequent reuse of these operators to fulfill the whole Bootstrapping operation, which is just the objective Poseidon targets.

The abstracted operators all involve the modular reduction; for example, NTT/INTT takes the modulo of the point values as the final step; automorphism uses modular reduction to compute the new index mapping. Therefore, modular reduction can also be reused among the abstracted operators. We instantiate the modular reduction alone as an individual operator, termed as “Shared Barrett Reduction (SBT for short”). TABLE I summarizes the operator reuse in Poseidon for different basic operations of FHE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>NTT/INTT</th>
<th>Automorphism</th>
<th>SBT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modup</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldown</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAdd</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMult</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMult</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyswitch</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescale</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Acceleration Opportunities

1 Resource Reuse. Simply boosting the computation parallelism is surely able to improve the FHE performance. However, the increased resources also requires a matched bandwidth to support high-speed computation. Especially for FHE, the ciphertext computation consumes an extremely large bandwidth. The optimal solution should balance the two sides through the resource reuse mechanism to bridge the gap between frequent data movement and the limited bandwidth provided, instead of blindly piling up the resources.

If we decompose the basic operations into lower-level operators, different operations might have many overlaps. For example, HAdd and PMult both involve MA; Keyswitch and Bootstrapping both involve NTT/INTT and automorphism. It is hence unnecessary to implement each basic operation in the accelerator. By time-multiplexing and dynamically combining different operators at runtime, the higher-level FHE operations could also be achieved but in a hardware-efficient manner.

2 Operator Optimization. The complexity of the operators described in Section II-A are also different. For example, MA only requires a simple comparison of the ciphertext (as will be shown in Figure 3), while NTT on the contrary is very computationally intensive; Automorphism aims at the data mapping on the super-long vector and is difficult to process in parallel. The diversity of the operators makes the pipeline critical path latency hard to harness as well.

However, there are also opportunities to optimize the time-consuming operators. For example in NTT/INTT, one of the important operands - “twiddle factor” has exponential characteristics and satisfies the exponential operation rules. By fusing multiple twiddle factors, expensive modular arithmetic could be decreased. This procedure is called “NTT-fusion” in Poseidon. Similarly in Automorphism, by dividing a long vector into sub-vectors, the data mapping will be transformed into the mapping between sub-vectors, which is beneficial to increase the computation parallelism.

We will start detailing these methodologies in the next section.

III. METHODOLOGY

As two most expensive operators in CKKS-alike FHE, NTT and Automorphism entail a large amount of computation and data movement. The computation pattern also influences the on-chip data accesses in the consecutive pipeline stages and the critical path latency. This section describes the optimization method targeting the two key operators.

A. NTT-fusion

The basic computation pattern of NTT includes a series of recursive “Twiddle, Accumulation, and Modulo” (TAM hereafter) operations, i.e. $(a_1 + a_2 \cdot w_1) \mod q$, where $q$ is the modulus; $a_1$ and $a_2$ are two coefficients of a high-degree polynomial; $w_1$ is the twiddle factor. Modular reduction (denoted by ‘mod’) is very costly, so we adopt the radix-based $(\text{radix} = 2^k)$ FFT idea [13] to optimize the NTT operator. $k$ is the radix, and if we set $k$ to 3, the three-phase TAM with 24 modular reductions in the conventional NTT transforms into one-phase “fused TAM” with only 8 modular reductions [13]. However, it also brings some additional overhead because of the increase in the twiddle factors. As shown in TABLE II, the number of twiddle factors $(W)$ increases substantially compared with the conventional unfused NTT, which further leads to the increase of MA and MM. Therefore, the selection of $k$ implies a potential tradeoff between the reduced modular reductions and the increased overhead introduced by MA and MM. We will take an in-depth analysis for the optimal $k$ in Section V.
TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL NTT AND NTT-FUSION. W IS THE NUMBER OF TWIDDLE FACTORS; K IS THE RADIX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k</th>
<th>W (unfused)</th>
<th>W (fused)</th>
<th>Mult/Add (unfused)</th>
<th>Mult/Add (fused)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8 / 8</td>
<td>12 / 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24 / 24</td>
<td>56 / 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>64 / 64</td>
<td>240 / 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>160 / 160</td>
<td>992 / 992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>384 / 384</td>
<td>4160 / 4160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. HFAuto

**Lemma.** If \( X = \lfloor a \mod (C \cdot R) \rceil / C \), where \( a, C, \) and \( R \) are positive integers. Then, \( X = \lfloor a / C \rfloor \mod R \).

**Proof.** Given a positive integer \( q \) and any integer \( n \), there is \( n = k \cdot q + s \), where \( k, s \) are integers and \( 0 \leq s < q \). We have \( a = k_1 \cdot C + s_1 \), where \( k_1 = k_2 \cdot R + s_2 \), \( 0 \leq s_1 < C \) and \( 0 \leq s_2 < R \). Thus, substituting \( k_1 \) into \( a \), we have \( a = k_2 \cdot R \cdot C + s_2 \cdot C + s_1 \). Then, substituting \( a \) into \( X \), we have \( X = \lfloor \{ k_2 \cdot R \cdot C + s_2 \cdot C + s_1 \} \mod (C \cdot R) / C \rfloor = \lfloor a / C \rfloor \mod R. \quad \text{QED} \)

Automorphism introduced in Section II imposes significant difficulties for the hardware design due to the large scale of polynomial degree \( N \) and the \( N \)-based coordinate mapping. Therefore, we segment the \( N \)-element vector into several sub-vectors to reduce the mapping domain from \( N \) to \( N / C \), where \( C \) is the length of each sub-vector after segmentation (\( C = 512 \) in our implementation). We use \( R = N / C \) to denote the number of the segments, and \( i, j \) to denote the original coordinates, i.e., \( \text{index} = i \cdot C + j \). Thus, the automorphism formula \( \text{index} = (i \cdot C + j) \mod N \) is changed into \( \text{index} = \{i \cdot C + j \cdot k\} \mod N \). We use \( (I, J) \) to represent this new \( \text{index} \), where \( I = \lfloor (i \cdot C + j \cdot k) \mod N / C \rfloor \), and \( J = \lfloor i \cdot C + j \cdot k \mod C \rfloor \mod C \). Since \( N = C \cdot R \), we can obtain \( I = \lfloor \{i \cdot C + j \cdot k\} \mod (C \cdot R) / C \rfloor \), \( J = \lfloor (i \cdot C + j \cdot k) \mod C \rfloor \mod C \). Referring to the previous lemma, we have \( I = \lfloor \{i \cdot C + j \cdot k\} \mod (C \cdot R) / C \rfloor = \lfloor (i \cdot k) + j \cdot k / C \rfloor \mod R \). In this way, the mapping of \( I \)-coordinates in automorphism can be achieved by the \textit{row} mapping twice, i.e., Stage ❶ and Stage ❷ introduced in Section IV corresponding to \( i \cdot k \mod R \) and \( j \cdot k / C \mod R \), respectively. Similarly, the mapping of \( J \)-coordinate can be achieved by the \textit{column} mapping detailed in Stage ❸.

The benefit of this optimization is twofold. Firstly, it turns the original automorphism that requires the element-by-element mapping on the entire vector into the cost-effective mapping between multiple small sub-vectors. By expanding the mapping granularity (from 1 to \( C \)), an increased parallelism is attained. Secondly, the parallel read/write of sub-vectors simplifies the original data path, which greatly boosts the performance and design flexibility as well.

IV. FHE ACCELERATOR - POSEIDON

A. Overall Architecture

The overall architecture of Poseidon is shown in Fig. 2. It primarily includes the memory system including the scratchpad and high bandwidth memory (HBM hereafter), and the computing cores including MM, MA, NTT, Automorphism and SBT. To utilize FPGA resources efficiently, we share the SBT cores with NTT and MM cores. In addition, given the specialty of \texttt{Modup} and \texttt{Moddown}, we cascade MA and MM cores to implement \texttt{RNSconv}, instead of instantiating additional cores separately.

Poseidon decomposes all higher-level operations into basic operator-level computations to maximize parallelism and improve versatility. The size of the vector lane is set to \( C = 512 \) as shown in the figure, which matches the data width of the scratchpad cluster. The scratchpad is directly connected to the HBM2 memory controller, and the data are categorized in the scratchpad and provided to the designated cores afterward. Since all cores are fully pipelined, the throughput will possibly attain \( C = 512 \) data/cycle in theory. We use the RNS-based FHE scheme to limit the data width to 32 bits, thereby avoiding the hardware overhead of dealing with super large-width data arithmetic. CraterLake [36] verifies that the data width as minimum as 28 can just obtain sufficient prime moduli under the modulo-chain length \( L = 60 \). We choose the slightly larger 32 bits to normalize the HBM accesses and simultaneously support deeper multiplication depth.

**Memory System.** The Poseidon on-FPGA memory system mainly comprises register files and BRAMs. It also leverages the abundant off-FPGA bandwidth provided by HBM to accelerate the data movement. The HBM architecture involves two HBM2 stacks, with each stack having 16 channels. Each channel is 64-bit width with the bit rate of up to 1800 Mbps, which provides a theoretical bandwidth of 460 GB/s. The overall data flow is organized as follows: in Stage ❶, the data are loaded from the host DDR to the HBM via the PCIe interface; in Stage ❷, HBM transfers the data to the register file and BRAM directly connected to the cores; the cores obtain the data from the scratchpad to accomplish computation and write back the data in Stage ❸. A polynomial vector can be segmented by the number of HBM channels, and we can abstract the multi-channel HBM into a vector memory.
B. Computational Cores

(1) MA and MM. The ModAdd operation aims to add two polynomials element-wise, and then obtain the modulo result. Since each input polynomial has already performed modular reduction, its value is no larger than the modulus $q$. Therefore, ModAdd can be accomplished by comparing with $q$ and subtracting $q$ if the addition result is greater than $q$. As shown in Fig. 3, two conditions are handled: the result is less than or greater than $q$, following Eq. 5:

$$ (a + b) \mod q = \begin{cases} 
  a + b, & a + b < q, \\
  a + b - q, & a + b \geq q.
\end{cases} \quad (5) $$

Compared with ModAdd, ModMult of two ciphertexts is more complicated, following Eq. 6:

$$\begin{align*}
  res_{a+b} &= a \ast b, \\
  p &= res_{\text{mult}} / q, \\
  res_{\text{multmod}} &= res_{\text{mult}} - (p \ast q).
\end{align*}\quad (6)$$

Given two polynomials $a$ and $b$, multiplying $a$ with $b$ obtains the intermediate result denoted as $res_{\text{mult}} = a \ast b$. The result will be divided by the modulus $q$ to obtain the quotient $p$. $res_{\text{mult}}$ subtracted by $p \ast q$ is the final ModMult result. Fig. 3 shows the hardware implementation of MM. Since implementing division using FPGA is very expensive, we employ Barrett Reduction [20] for the division result. By introducing the middle term $u$ to transform division into multiplication and shifting, the upper and lower half hence represents the $k + 1$ and $k - 1$ bits for a datum with $2k$-bit width; thus, Barrett Reduction avoids the high overhead in ModMult.

(2) RNSconv. It is used to accelerate the Keyswitch operation introduced in Section II, shared by Modup and Moddown operations. Modup comprises the vector-scalar multiplication and element-wise accumulation, while Moddown is the combination of the vector subtraction and vector-scalar multiplication. Our design does not include the vector-scalar cores, but the same functionality can be accomplished using MA and MM cores. In specific, RNSconv is implemented by cascading the MM and MA cores with additional routing and control logic. The hardware design details are shown in Fig. 4. It has two data routes. The first one is the MA core that fetches two groups of data from the input buffer and takes the result as the input of the MM core to complete Modup. The another one is the MM core that takes the result as the input of the MA core to complete Moddown.

(3) NTT/INTT. As the most complex and time-consuming operator, NTT/INTT core directly determines the accelerator performance. Our design adopts the “NTT-fusion” concept introduced in Section III to decrease the modular reductions and iterations in conventional NTT. We explore the performance in different parameter settings in NTT-fusion and select the appropriate $k = 3$ to achieve optimal performance and resource utilization in tandem. Conventional NTT would require $\log_2 8 = 3$ phases with 24 unfused TAMs in total, if taking 8 operands as input. However, only 1 phase with 8 fused TAMs is required in NTT-fusion. For the NTT/INTT core implementation, we simply hardcode the computing circuit in RTL under this setting.

Data Access Pattern. The parallel NTT cores also require the parallelized data input to achieve the best throughput. The BRAMs in FPGA is responsible for the storage of these data including the twiddle factors and the cyphertexts. Hence, BRAM data access efficiency is vital for the efficiency of the NTT cores as well. In Poseidon, NTT-fusion effectively reduces the NTT phases and TAMs. If we set $k$ to 3 and the given polynomial degree is 4096 ($2^{12}$), for example, the required phases are 4 ($\log_2 4096 / k$) instead of 12 ($\log_2 4096$).
as compared in TABLE III. If we simply assume each phase is an iteration executed by one NTT core, it requires 12 iterations in conventional NTT while NTT-fusion only requires 4. Specified in TABLE III, if we index 4096 input data, conventional NTT will offset $2^{\text{iter}-1}$ indices to access each input data for each phase, while Poseidon will offset $2^{\text{iter}(1-k)}$. To achieve the highest pipeline efficiency, the target input data should be ready when each phase begins. Fig. 5 presents the data access pattern which takes the first three iterations of TABLE III as the example. In iteration 1, it loads in the operands with index 0~7, 8~15, ..., 4088~4095; then, in iteration 2, it does not take in the data sequentially but periodically with the fixed offset (i.e., index 0, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56); in iteration 3, the index offset is 64 because it needs to reorder the index for the next phase.

The NTT core in Poseidon takes 8 operands as input. The BRAM storage of the 8 input operands is also specially manipulated for the best efficiency. Also taking iteration 2 as the example, the required 8 operands (marked in red) are diagonally stored as shown in Fig. 5. This is because each BRAM could only read/write one data in one cycle. Since one core needs to load 8 operands in parallel, the operands are interleaved and stored in 8 different BRAMs. Therefore, the NTT cores can directly load the operands without any delay at the beginning of each phase. In order to match the throughput of other operator cores, we instantiate 64 NTT cores of 8-input which can process 512 data in parallel.

(4) Automorphism. Automorphism essentially performs polynomial coordinate mapping. Its software implementation is relatively simple, while the hardware design is untoward because the mapping domain of each coordinate is the entire polynomial vector. It will inevitably result in two coordinates mapped in different vector lanes. A simple solution is to store the whole polynomial vector in registers; however, the degree of the polynomial may attain $2^{17}$ and the hardware resources will be burdened. Therefore, we design a hardware-friendly automorphism core based on the method in Section III. Fig. 6 shows the logic of the automorphism core that takes the parameter setting as $C = 512$, $R = 4$, and $k = 3$. According to the simplified mapping formula, automorphism can be divided into four stages. The first two stages implement row mapping, and the last two stages implement column mapping:

Stage $\Theta$: $row_{i} \to row_{(i\cdot k mod R)}$. This stage reads $C = 512$ data per cycle from BRAMs according to the address selection circuit, and write them to FIFO.

Stage $\Theta$: $FIFO_{(i,j)} \to FIFO_{(i\cdot j\cdot k mod R)}$. This stage cyclically shifts the data in each FIFO.

Stage $\Theta$: Switching data dimension. We use a similar idea with the memory access pattern of the NTT core to map the physical row data to the logical rows, and realize the two-dimensional data access on BRAMs.

Stage $\Theta$: $column_{i} \to column_{(i\cdot k mod C)}$. This stage is similar to Stage $\Theta$, where the data in column $i$ will be read and write to the column $ik mod C$.

V. Evaluation

A. Experimental Setup

**Platform.** Poseidon is a practical FHE accelerator, so we build a real-world experimental environment based on the x86 CPU system. The Poseidon accelerator is implemented in the Xilinx Alveo U280 FPGA plugged into the PCIe slot of the mainboard. We installed Xilinx off-the-shelf developing toolkit Vivado [2] and Vitis [1] version 2021.1 on the host side. These tools will be working in conjunction with the Xilinx Runtime [3] environment and OpenCL framework to interact with the Alveo U280 through PCIe. Alveo U280 owns HBM. The intermediate data of the FHE applications are transferred between on-chip storage and the HBM. Only the results are sent back to the host.

**Baseline.** In our experiments, the CPU (Intel Xeon Gold 6234) running at 3.3 GHz with a single thread is selected as the baseline. Besides, we also compare Poseidon with the state-of-the-art GPU [21], FPGA [25], [26], [32], and 4 FHE accelerator ASICs [23], [24], [35], [36].

**Benchmark.** We use the following 4 benchmarks (as shown in TABLE V) for evaluation:

(1) Logistic regression (LR). It is the HELR [19] algorithm implementation based on the CKKS scheme. In combination
with Bootstrapping, we use the multiplication depth of \( L = 38 \) and evaluate the average performance of 10 iterations supported by two Bootstrapping operations.

(2) LSTM. It is the Long-Term Short-Term (LSTM) model in natural language processing [27] which aims to iterate the formula \( y_{t+1} = \sigma(W_0y_t + W_1t) \) several times. \( \sigma \) is a nonlinear activation function approximated by a cubic polynomial, and \( W \) is a matrix with dimensions \( 128 \times 128 \). It requires 50 Bootstrapping operations in total during one inference.

(3) ResNet-20. This benchmark is the inference of an image on the ResNet-20 model implemented with FHE [28].

(4) Packed bootstrapping. This benchmark adopts the most advanced fully packed bootstrapping algorithm [30]. The high noise-level ciphertext with the multiplication depth \( L = 3 \) will be refreshed to the low noise-level ciphertext with the multiplication depth \( L = 57 \).

These benchmarks are common in reality, i.e., “federated learning” used to train/test a machine learning model, “medical image prediction” with privacy using deep neural networks. The performance of the FHE accelerator is imperative to the user experience and quality of service in these scenarios.

B. Accelerator Performance

(1) FHE Basic Operations. The performance of the basic operations in FHE, i.e., PMult, CMult, NTT, Keyswitch, Rescale, and Rotation, directly determines the performance of the accelerator. The accelerator architectural design in return determines the performance of the basic operations. In Poseidon, we implement these operations efficiently through operator reuse (Note that NTT is actually a basic operator, but we take it out separately due to its high complexity). We use “operations per second” as the performance metric. Since our FPGA baseline - HEAX [32] does not report the results under our parameter setting, we estimate the highest performance based on its hardware design for comparison. As shown in Table IV, Poseidon achieves better acceleration on complex operations, i.e., PMult (349\times), NTT (1348\times), Keyswitch (870\times), and Rotation (774\times). Compared with the state-of-the-art GPU, Poseidon still achieves several times improvements. Compared with HEAX, the most advanced FPGA-based prototype, Poseidon achieves 3\times and 50\times speedup on Keyswitch and NTT, respectively.

Besides, we also analyze the key FHE operators. Fig. 7 clearly shows the basic operations are comprised of the key operators as mentioned before. HAdd only involves MA; PMult only involves MM, while Rotation involves all 4 operators. MM is also the most frequently used operator in Rescale, Rotation, Keyswitch and CMult. The analysis also takes the data movement overhead into consideration.

(2) Full-system performance. This experiment evaluates the full-system performance of Poseidon with state-of-the-

![Fig. 6. Automorphism architecture in Poseidon. Only one dual-port BRAM is needed. The result of Stage 4 will be written back to HBM directly.](image)

![Fig. 7. Operator core analysis. The ciphertext parameters are set to \( N = 2^{10}, L = 44 \).](image)

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>CPU (Xeon)</th>
<th>Over 100% (GPU) [21]</th>
<th>HEAX (FPGA) [32]</th>
<th>Poseidon (FPGA)</th>
<th>speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMult</td>
<td>38.14</td>
<td>7,407</td>
<td>4,161</td>
<td>13,310</td>
<td>349\times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMult</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>718\times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTT</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>1,348\times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyswitch</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>780\times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>774\times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescale</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>1,574</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>3,948</td>
<td>572\times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Full-system performance comparison with SOTA accelerator prototypes. We use actual benchmark execution time in ms as the metric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HBM Capacity</th>
<th>Scratchpad Bandwidth (GB / TB/s)</th>
<th>Running Fre. (GHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1+ [35], [36] (ASIC)</td>
<td>16 / 1</td>
<td>256 / 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CraterLake [36] (ASIC)</td>
<td>16 / 1</td>
<td>256 / 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTS [24] (ASIC)</td>
<td>16 / 1</td>
<td>512 / 38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARK [23] (ASIC)</td>
<td>32 / 2</td>
<td>512 / 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poseidon (FPGA)</td>
<td>8 / 0.45</td>
<td>8.6 / 3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) F1+ (ASIC)
(b) CraterLake (ASIC)
(c) BTS-1 (ASIC)
(d) BTS-2 (ASIC)
(e) BTS-3 (ASIC)
(f) ARK (ASIC)
(g) over100X (GPU)

Fig. 8. Analysis of the basic operations in benchmarks. We evaluate the execution time, and Keyswitch and CMult occupy the largest proportion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing Unit</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>NTT</th>
<th>Automorphism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Packed Bootstrapping (127.45 ms)</td>
<td>19.13</td>
<td>44.95</td>
<td>29.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAdd</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMult</td>
<td>30.57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMult</td>
<td>36.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescale</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-20 (2661.57 ms)</td>
<td>15.22</td>
<td>55.15</td>
<td>27.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM (1846.89 ms)</td>
<td>15.39</td>
<td>66.76</td>
<td>23.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR (72.98 ms)</td>
<td>15.51</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>25.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Execution time analysis of 4 key operators in FHE basic operations. MM and NTT occupy the largest proportion.

C. Bandwidth Utilization

High-performance FHE accelerator requires optimized operator core design, and the performance of the operator cores further requires the support of sufficient memory bandwidth. Poseidon uses the HBM+FPGA architecture, and we provide a detailed evaluation of its bandwidth utilization. TABLE VII shows the lowest bandwidth utilization of each FHE operation. The bandwidth consumed by HAdd and PMult is significantly higher than other operations due to its relatively simpler computing logic but large-volume data access from HBM. Rescale has the lowest bandwidth utilization, because of its frequent reuse of the small-scale data stored in the 8.6 MB scratchpad of Poseidon. In addition, We also evaluate the average bandwidth utilization of the entire benchmark, and obtain nearly 43% ~ 59% utilization. The evaluation concludes that complex operations are not the major bandwidth consumer; instead, simpler operations usually consume larger bandwidth due to the unified and frequent data access.

D. Poseidon Specifics

1) Parameter Selection—NTT Fusion. In radix-based NTT, parameter $k$ denotes how many TAMs will be fused at a time in Poseidon. This parameter directly affects the NTT computations in that higher $k$ indicates fewer modular reductions. However, a higher $k$ setting also spawns new twiddle factors and extra computations that will undermine the accelerator performance in return. In order to explore the finest setting, we evaluate several metrics scaling with $k$, including the hardware resource utilization and execution time. As shown in Fig. 10, the four metrics uniformly denote an inflection at nearly $k = 3$, marked as bold. For the hardware metrics like #Regs, #DSPs,
TABLE VII
LOWEST AND AVERAGE BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION ANALYSIS OF BASIC OPERATIONS AND WHOLE BENCHMARKS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAAdd (%)</td>
<td>97.79</td>
<td>97.69</td>
<td>97.76</td>
<td>63.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMult (%)</td>
<td>97.65</td>
<td>97.15</td>
<td>97.48</td>
<td>97.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMult (%)</td>
<td>44.72</td>
<td>55.55</td>
<td>30.15</td>
<td>72.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyswitch (%)</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>47.47</td>
<td>42.05</td>
<td>63.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation (%)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>32.39</td>
<td>58.67</td>
<td>48.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescale (%)</td>
<td>26.16</td>
<td>29.98</td>
<td>26.83</td>
<td>26.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bootstrapping (%)</td>
<td>46.39</td>
<td>56.43</td>
<td>52.18</td>
<td>52.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (%)</td>
<td>42.78</td>
<td>51.99</td>
<td>48.08</td>
<td>59.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Parameter Selection – $k$. We evaluated the FPGA resource usage (in actual #) and the Average Execution Time per NTT (bottom right), scaled by $k$. The optimal point emerges at $k = 3$, where it consumes the lowest resources with the highest speed.

and #LUTs, the $k = 3$ inflection denotes the most optimized resource in FPGA, while for the performance metric NTT (in microseconds), it denotes a relatively shorter execution time.

(2) HFAuto. Differing from other operators, automorphism features a more complex data access pattern. Straightforward hardware implementation can hardly adapt to the fast data access and efficient pipeline design in Poseidon. HFAuto resolves this problem, so this experiment aims to quantify the performance of HFAuto in the automorphism operator cores. As shown in TABLE VIII, the overhead of straightforward design (denoted by Auto) consumes fewer resources than HFAuto because it only processes a single index map in one cycle. However, its latency is much more significant than HFAuto due to the less-optimal parallelism in performing automorphism. Poseidon leverages HFAuto to obtain high performance in exchange with more resource consumption.

We also build an ablation study experiment in terms of different automorphism core designs in Poseidon. As shown in Table IX, compared with Poseidon-HFAuto, the performance of Poseidon-Auto may degrade up to an order of magnitude.

Fig. 11 shows the lane scaling from 64, 128, 256 to 512, with respect to the execution time and Energy Delay Product (EDP). We use ResNet-20 as the benchmark to show the trend. Others behave similarly. We can see that the accelerator performance increases in accordance with the lanes. This is reasonable because intuitively the performance should upgrade with the increased parallelism. Meanwhile, the performance growth gradually becomes slower due to the bandwidth limitation. The behavior of EDP is similar to the execution time. Therefore, We choose lanes=512 to maximize the performance and balance the bandwidth consumption in Poseidon.

TABLE VIII
RESOURCE UTILIZATION COMPARISON OF THE AUTOMORPHISM OPERATOR CORE DESIGN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FF</th>
<th>DSP</th>
<th>LUT</th>
<th>BRAM</th>
<th>Latency (cycles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFAuto</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25,751</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IX
HFAUTO PERFORMANCE IN POSEIDON.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>ResNet-20</th>
<th>Packed Bootstrapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poseidon-Auto (ms)</td>
<td>729.8</td>
<td>14,150.2</td>
<td>10,543.1</td>
<td>1,127.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poseidon-HFAuto (ms)</td>
<td>72.98</td>
<td>1,848.89</td>
<td>2,661.23</td>
<td>127.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Sensitivity of the lanes.

Fig. 12. Energy consumption and breakdown. MM and NTT operator cores take the major proportion besides the memory access.

E. Energy

(1) Energy Consumption and Breakdown.

As shown in Fig. 12, memory access takes up most of the energy consumption. For the operators, as previously proved in Fig. 9, MM and NTT take most of the execution time, which reflects the reason for their large energy consumption. Although MA occupies a certain proportion of the execution time, its energy consumption is minimal due to its simple computing logic.

(2) Energy Efficiency.
We use EDP as the efficiency metric. TABLE X lists the efficiency of Poseidon and the baseline prototypes. For the benchmark LR, Poseidon is 1000× higher than the GPU-based accelerator - over 100x. Compared with the accelerator ASICS, Poseidon outperforms CraterLake and BTS for LR and ResNet-20. Since the power consumption of FPGA is usually much higher than the ASIC with advanced technology node, Poseidon demonstrates lower efficiency than the ASICs for other benchmarks.

F. FPGA Resource Utilization

Based on the high-performance HBM+FPGA platform, Poseidon includes five types of operator cores: MA, MM, Automorphism, NTT, and SBT, with a parallelism of 512 lanes. TABLE XI shows the resource consumption of different cores in detail. Poseidon consumes more DSPs because MM, NTT and SBT all need to perform complex arithmetic in FHE-like multiplications. Poseidon also implements the automorphism operator to support Rotation operation, which also causes a slight increase in FPGA resources. However, compared with other FPGA-based prototypes - Kim et al. [25], [26] and HEAX [32] in TABLE XII, Poseidon demonstrates less resource consumption due to its optimized hardware implementation.

VI. Discussion

FHE itself is both computational and memory intensive. The performance enhancement relies highly on the optimization on both sides, including the manner in how the costly operators as well as the bandwidth bottleneck are avoided, which in turn requires the meticulous design of the accelerator pipeline and proper key design parameter settings. Poseidon involves three key design parameters: the fusion degree of NTT (denoted by ‘k’), the degree of parallelism (512 by default), and the scratchpad volume (8.6 MB for 512 lanes). Each of them implies an implicit design tradeoff.

The fusion degree affects the pipeline critical path latency because NTT is the most time-consuming operator, and a larger fusion degree benefits the computation throughput while it also burdens the storage of the twiddle factors. We set k as 3 to balance the hardware overhead and the performance.

Theoretically, the higher the parallelism, the better the acceleration performance for FHE because of its SIMD-like computation pattern. However, in practical implementation, increasing the parallelism cannot always induce a better performance due to the limited bandwidth a particular hardware platform could provide. An optimal design regime should also balance the peak computational resources and the data movement efficiency, and we explored that implementing 512 lanes on our U280 FPGA achieves the best tradeoff.

Apart from prior studies that leverage costly on-chip storage (i.e., 256 MB [35], [36] and 512 MB [23], [24]), Poseidon only uses an 8.6 MB scratchpad to cache the intermediate data, but leverages elaborate dataflow planning with HBM to collaborate with the main pipeline. Poseidon is also fully compatible with other memory-access technologies, i.e., Near Data Processing (NDP). The optimized operator computation in Poseidon enables the deployment of less expensive computational units near the vast storage device, i.e., SmartSSD by Samsung and Xilinx, with even less on-chip storage space for the scratchpad. We hope Poseidon will act as a jumping board for future improvements in increasing FHE performance.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we present an HBM+FPGA solution for FHE acceleration. We decompose the operators of various FHE operations in detail and realize the acceleration by reusing the key operators - MA, MM, NTT, Automorphism and SBT. In order to make full use of the HBM bandwidth, we use the radix-based NTT algorithm - NTT-fusion, and explore the best selection of its key parameter. Besides, we propose a highly-parallelized automorphism acceleration method - HFAuto that is convenient for the FPGA implementation to achieve a high-performance FHE accelerator. Based on the above methodologies, we propose a practical FHE accelerator - “Poseidon.” It provides support for complex FHE operations, including Rotation, Keyswitch, Bootstrapping and so on through efficient hardware design and operator reuse under limited FPGA resources. We evaluate Poseidon on Xilinx Alveo U280 FPGA and prove that it behaves better than state-of-the-art GPU, FPGA and the accelerator ASICs. We hope this work can inspire new ideas for future FHE accelerator design.